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Abstract

This article examines the use of rhythmic music in support of people managing co-occurring drug abuse and mental health conditions, and is based on the authors 15 years’ experience as a group counsellor working in this field. Expressive therapies are gaining increasing traction as respected intervention techniques for this client group, as the limits of ‘talk-based’ approaches are exposed. This is particularly true for engaging people in treatment who find discussions confronting or who are uncomfortable with language, including many individuals from minority cultures. Rhythmic music, using hand drums and percussion, is one of the simplest forms of music to introduce into a therapeutic setting and is particularly suited to group therapy. Recent neurological research has showcased the positive impact of rhythmic music for people who have experienced trauma, improving emotional regulation and reducing stress and anxiety associated with relapse. Additionally, experiential therapies such as drumming offer an important balance in residential treatment settings where people may be attending several therapy sessions per day; the result of which can be mental exhaustion. Physical therapies such as drumming can help re-energise clients in these situations, as well as those on sedative medications.

Many services resist the introduction of music into their treatment programs due to a perceived lack of expertise or lack of confidence. This article argues that music is too important as a therapeutic healing tool to be left solely to the musical expert, and that many musical exercises, particularly those with a psycho-educational focus that utilise simple rhythmic hand drumming, can be utilised by therapists, with very little musical training, in a fun, empowering and effective way.
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Introduction

In 2003 I moved with my family to a regional town in the ‘wheatbelt’ region of western Australian, a rural area similar in size to Ireland or the state of West Virginia, with an economy heavily reliant on sheep and wheat and with one of the highest densities of Aboriginal Australians on the continent. Working in the drug and alcohol treatment field quickly brought about a realisation that the cognitive based, therapeutic approach that had served me quite adequately up until then was no longer going to suffice. That the cross cultural complexities, the differing world views, and the inter-racial suspicion, that characterised relationships between sectors of this community, meant that language itself was a hazardous and often ineffective communication medium. This combined with the inter-generational trauma, stemming from colonial dispossession and alienation that many of my clients were dealing with, made the development of a trusting clinical alliance based on dialogue highly challenging.

But there were few options! That was my training, that was my methodology, and I was floundering. Into this picture, by chance, came a colleague’s suggestion to use drumming – I was not a drummer, but desperation or crises, as we know in the addiction field, is a good motivator. After a crash course in hand drumming, I started integrating rhythmic drumming exercises into my sessions; individual, family and group, and combining these with brief discussions using very simple analogies drawn from the music we made together. And so started a model of rhythm based therapy that has enabled me, and many others in the alcohol and drug treatment field, to work with those who might otherwise have passed us by.

The Challenge of Engagement

Treatment and prevention starts with engagement, and there are a myriad of factors that make engaging those misusing substances challenging. Amongst these are the continuing stigma attached to both drug and alcohol addiction, and the mental health conditions that so often accompany it, as well as the unpredictable, often rebellious, and frequently isolating lifestyle that many users lead [1]. Additionally, in an increasingly multi-cultural society, there are often challenges associated with language comprehension, cultural attitudes towards drug taking behaviour, and differing world views [2]. Statistics show clearly that cultural minorities, low income earners and people living outside major cities have significantly less access to alcohol and other drug (AOD) rehabilitation services than other citizens [3].
One of the common clashes that occurs due to differing world views revolves around the way learning is acquired. In western academic traditions learning is generally delivered through teaching, and reading, with a strong emphasis on the written word, and factual information. In many other cultures learning is multi-dimensional and often highly experiential. Learning comes through observation and repetition and may involve indirect instruction through storytelling and parables; creative therapies with less verbal emphasis have been useful in engaging people from these backgrounds in treatment for co-occurring substance misuse and mental health conditions [4].

Rhythmic music, using hand drums and simple percussion, is one such expressive therapy and can be found in the cultural healing practices of almost all indigenous societies [5]. Playing music is associated with a wide range of physiological, psychological and social benefits, including increased levels of focus and attention, improvements in memory retention and increases in a broad range of social competencies [6]. In relation to engagement, playing rhythmic music is a fun and accessible entry point to musical participation, requiring no previous experience and a high guarantee of success, which reduces the level of fear that some people carry in relation to their ability to play music at all. Music acts as a bridge between people of all backgrounds and cultures and allows the counsellor to work with people on a level playing field in a culturally sensitive way.

The traditional ‘talk based’ counselling process, and the traditional counselling environment is often a confronting one, especially for the many people whose co-occurring substance use and mental health issues have lessened their social confidence. Group work, which has a significant presence in many drug and alcohol treatment services, lessens the intensity of that experience by allowing people certain anonymity, but still requires a degree of social exposure that many seek to avoid. In expressive therapies, like a therapeutic drum-circle, that fear and self-consciousness often disappears, as participants are consumed by the immediacy of playing their instrument. The drum itself acts as a source of comfort, allowing an individual’s initial anxieties to be expelled through a physical release, and serving as a symbolic shield in its position, held in front of the player.

Why Rhythm

Not all types of music are beneficial in a therapeutic environment, and some forms of music are particularly problematic in the substance abuse treatment setting. Amongst the major problems with certain types of music is over-stimulation (sensory), hearing damage from music that is too loud and exacerbating cognitive confusion for people with psychosis, schizophrenia and other complex mental health conditions [7]. Soft, slow and harmonious drumming is encouraged with pre-intake assessment designed to assess people’s tolerance to the sound. Issues of confidence and anxiety surround the use of music in therapy with many people, including therapists, embedding messages from their youth that they are not musical and have no rhythm. The association between addiction and low self-esteem has been well documented in the research literature [8] and exposure to playing music can reinforce this if not managed properly. In many ways it can be preferable for the facilitator to have limited musical capacity, so as to reduce the potential for this form of power differential, expert/novice, to undermine the group.

Rhythmic music is popular in the therapy context because of the ease with which people can play their instrument and quickly, often instantaneously, achieve a level of success that banishes their fears and instils confidence. Rhythmic music, particularly hand drumming, is used in cultures around the world to bring people together and build community connection, in an uplifting way [9], and this rhythmic connection leaves people with a sense of belonging and the group with a sense of unity and shared purpose. When people lock together rhythmically a process of ‘entrainment’ occurs that describes a harmonious form of non-verbal interaction, communication, and collaboration [10]. For those with anxiety around social connection, and who find themselves socially isolated due to substance misuse, this safe introduction to inter-personal connection is often transformative (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The Rhythm2Recovery model.

The fact that human behaviour itself is often rhythmic, falling into patterns that repeat themselves, allows the clinician to link rhythmic music exercises to different elements of human behaviour that might be either constructive or destructive and examine them in a fun, safe and revealing way. For example, one rhythm can be linked to a specific pattern of behaviour that may serve as a trigger to use, such as associating with specific individuals or ‘hanging out’ in certain locations. Another complimentary rhythm may represent a different path and clients can be challenged in a fun way with avoiding certain rhythms and holding onto others. The challenge of maintaining a specific rhythm, or pattern of behaviour, under pressure from others in the group to abandon it, can lead to enlightening conversations on how to avoid negative peer influence. Patterns of avoidance, irrational thinking, denial, impulsivity, risk taking, relapse, self-medication, and many others associated with addictive behaviour can be addressed through analogies that link rhythmic music to repetitive behaviour.

Trauma and Emotional Regulation

There is widespread recognition of the link between exposure to traumatic events, such as physical and sexual abuse,
particularly in childhood, and substance abuse, or addiction [11-13]. It is estimated that over two thirds of those in treatment and up to eighty percent of women, have histories of abuse [14,15]. The co-occurring nature of these conditions has significant implications for treatment; particularly in recognising the way that trauma impacts the brain, and its impact on emotional regulation and the processing of speech. Neurological scans have shown that for people who have experienced trauma the area of the brain associated with speech and reasoning shuts down, while those areas of the brain associated with emotional memory, and an individual's response to stress are heightened [16].

Many leading trauma experts are recognising the limits of ‘talk based’ therapies, and recommending the use of rhythmic based exercises, including drumming in response to this research [16-18] Neurons located in brain areas that drive the stress response, hippocampus, amygdala, and medial prefrontal cortex, have been shown to fire synchronously with rhythmic tempo [19], leading to theories that rhythm can be used to help realign these areas when they have become dysregulated due to exposure to traumatic events. In particular, exposure to rhythms that replicate the tempo of the mothers heartbeat at around 60-80 beats per minute (bpm) are known to assist with reducing heart rate, blood pressure and respiration levels [20], and many clients report feelings of calm and relaxation when playing at this rate.

Music is an emotional language, and can be used to transform or replicate emotional states. States of high arousal and a loss of control can be replicated by fast, discordant drumming, and states of calm represented by soft slow beats. Techniques that teach people how to move from one state to the other can assist people gain control in real life situations, particularly when these are transferred to the body. People who are lethargic due to sedative medications prescribed for their mental health conditions can be energised by faster tempos, and those with high levels of anxiety calmed by playing softly and slowly. ‘Stimming’, those repetitive self-soothing behaviours, such as rocking and tapping, that are commonly used to manage stress, in individuals with high levels of anxiety, work in a similar way, and can be replicated on the drum, or body, with conscious awareness, to reduce stress. Similarly drumming exercises that ask people to maintain a slow tempo on their instrument in the face of their counsellors increasing tempo can assist people to maintain calm in the face of stress. These exercises are given further value when the rhythms themselves are connected through analogy to a real life scenario relevant to an individual’s life circumstances.

**Emotions**

Emotions play a key role in many aspects of an individual's journey with co-occurring drug use and mental health problems [21]. Many people first turn to drug and alcohol use as a way of managing intense emotions, such as sadness, grief or anger, and these same emotions often resurface during treatment – emotional avoidance, repressing uncomfortable feelings, is closely linked to a range of psychological problems whilst emotional acceptance is associated with psychological health [22]. Assisting people find constructive ways of expressing the strong feelings associated with their emotional states is a primary strategy for helping reduce their dependence on drugs and stabilise their mental health.

Drumming serves as a useful way for people to release their feelings and to examine other aspects of emotions that impact their recovery. In therapy the drum is introduced as a safe container for the release of feelings, and as vehicle for expressing those feelings for which a client may have difficulty finding words.

In session, the clinician’s fall back phrase of “How did that feel” is replaced by “Play how that felt”. In many situations, such as loss & grief, words cannot adequately describe the complexity of an individual’s feelings, and are open to judgement and misinterpretation. Many people with co-occurring substance and mental health issues also struggle with Alexithymia, [23], where naming feelings becomes problematic. Allowing people the safety and freedom to express their feelings musically reduces the risks associated with emotional release through words and at the same time provides a healthy, cathartic release of the associated physical tension that may otherwise be expelled destructively.

**Mindfulness, acceptance and stress reduction**

Stress, is a common factor in the lives of those with substance problems, and co-occurring mental health challenges. Drug use is often a way of coping with the stressors of life, and often results in an on-going cycle where the cure only aggravates the cause. Stress is a significant contributor to relapse [24], and stress reduction techniques are a common feature of many treatment programs. Research into the use of mindfulness in this area has shown significant reductions in levels of cravings, drug and alcohol use itself, and relapse [25]. Additionally, mindfulness has been linked to reductions in hospital admissions for people with psychosis [26].

Drumming at certain tempos has been closely linked to mindfulness practice, with many cultural traditions, including Buddhism, from where the current practice of mindfulness originates, utilising drumming to affect altered states of consciousness and changes in awareness [27]. Studies have shown that slow rhythmic drumming induces theta brain waves that are associated with relaxation and states of calm, as well as improved mental clarity [5]. In group therapy, the physical act of drumming a slow and steady pulse reduces some of the self-consciousness that may attend a spoken directive meditation, particularly with young people, and those who are easily distracted. Additionally, many participants report that the focus of group drumming and playing specific rhythmic parts reduces their hyper vigilance, putting them in the moment and reducing anxieties associated with the past or future.

A significant part of the success of mindfulness practice stems from its ability to enable people to distance themselves from the pain, worries, and resentments that are impacting their lives; factors that often lead to drug and alcohol misuse. Mindfulness is used to develop a sense of acceptance, and reduce judgement by separating the self from one’s emotional and physical needs.
This form of awareness allows people to respond in a conscious and more salutary way to unpleasant thoughts or experiences rather than revert to unhelpful reactive or avoidant behavioural responses. In the addiction context, the benefits of this response can be symbolised musically in an exercise where participants reduce the frequency of the notes they play on the drum, leaving more spaces between their beats – ‘letting go of their baggage’, and moving from a crowded and somewhat tense rhythm with no space to one that is open, calm and mindful. At the conclusion of this exercise we will sometimes ask people to think about something positive they would like to bring into their lives and to now add an extra beat or sound to represent this; recognising that it is sometimes difficult to entertain positive change until one can make space for it.

Relationships and social support
Drugs and alcohol abuse and co-occurring mental illness are among the most significant contributors to relationship breakdown, which often involves a loss of trust, as drug users prioritise their need for drugs over and above everything else in their lives. At the same time their behaviour often becomes inconsistent and unpredictable. Family, friend and workplace relationships all suffer at the hand of substance misuse, addiction and mental health challenges, representing a significant cost for society. Critically, social support in the form of nurturing care, emotional warmth and encouragement, as well as concrete action, is central to the recovery process [28]. Many people caught by addiction, and suffering mental health problems find themselves socially isolated, anxious about social interaction, and unable to form the healthy relationships they desperately need to give themselves the best chance of a successful recovery.

Playing communal, rhythmic music is a safe way for people to connect socially. Research has shown that music making releases certain neural peptides associated with increased levels of empathy and trust [29]. A number of studies have shown that this sense of belonging is a common feature of participatory music, especially when people’s rhythms entrain, and that this connection serves to increase social comfort, social acceptance and self-belief [30-32]. Additionally, a sense of belonging is a key factor in determining an individual’s level of resilience - that ability to bounce back from adversity [33]. And resilience is in itself a recognised ‘protective factor’ against substance misuse [34]. Playing music with others releases the neurotransmitter dopamine, acting in much the same way as drugs do in targeting the reward centres of the brain, but without the need for the drug of addiction itself [35]. This trait provides a reasoned argument to counter the sceptical nature of many users who believe that the pleasure or relief they achieve through their drug use cannot be achieved by other means. Communal music making using simple rhythmic drumming can be fun, safe and rewarding, and serve as a pathway to increasing social connection, social support and resilience against drug misuse.

Playing music with others also brings into play a wide range of skills, and inter-personal dynamics that the counsellor can develop and explore with their clients. Attention can be drawn to the different social skills utilised including communication skills; listening, sharing, collaborating and problem solving. In traditional societies the drum acted as a communication medium, and was used to send messages between people over long distances; in therapy this same quality enables it to be used to look at how individuals in the group are communicating with each other and expose underlying problems. The different elements that allow people to play in harmony together can be analysed in relation to how these support social harmony, in particular the importance of trust, consistency and willingness to compromise. This awareness is complimented through skill practice within the drum-circle that can lead to improved relational capacity [31]. Additionally, the presence of open community drum-circles in most large centres around the world offers an on-going opportunity for safe social connection, outside the world of therapy.

Rhythmic learning, memory and affirmation
Repetition is at the heart of learning; we practice and our skill level increases. Across cultures, much of early learning is enhanced through melodic rhythm. We may learn the days of each month or our maths time tables this way, just as we may learn values and cultural norms through songs and poems. Research into memory retention has shown that musical memories are amongst the most deeply embedded of all and encoded across multiple regions of the brain. A visit to a dementia ward will further demonstrate this as people retain the songs of their youth, after almost all other memories have disappeared [36].

In social psychological research, the use of affirmations has been shown to have lasting effects. Affirming one’s self-worth can overcome threats from other life domains, [37]. Combining affirmations with a rhythmic loading has the potential to extend the value of this process further by embedding it deeper within the memory structures of the brain. Musical exercises that utilise this feature include those drawn from the field of Positive Psychology, and ask participants to identify the strengths they harbour that may be used to support them overcome adversity, as well as those that reinforce the autonomy they have over their own lives and the importance of taking responsibility for their actions.

Conclusion
In several drug and alcohol rehabilitation centres I visited in Canada, a traditional drumming room, sat comfortably alongside the clinical counselling rooms of counsellors and psychologists. There was a comfortable coexistence between the power of an ancient healing tradition and a western treatment approach that relied more heavily on discussion. In the past we have readily dismissed the learning of traditional peoples, only to discover at our cost the value of that understanding. The use of rhythm in helping support psychological and social healing for those with addiction and mental health challenges is one of these areas where we stand to learn from those who came before us. More and more research is recognising the power of music to heal and support social and emotional growth. It reaches where words cannot, and has broad application, yet still the number of counsellors or AOD treatment organisations actively integrating
music into their practice remains small. Many therapists believe that they are not musical (irrational thinking) or that music in a therapeutic setting is a specialist field, and certainly qualified music therapists carry a deeper knowledge of the use of music in this way; yet this should not preclude others with a different set of skills, from drawing on its benefits to serve their clients. Many simple musical exercises exist that can help people managing or recovering from co-occurring drug and mental health conditions, and these can be utilised without risk; particularly those that focus on the psycho-educational elements of recovery. In fact, counsellors and other psychotherapists may bring to this field a significant skill from their training as reflective practitioners - marrying the discussion element to the musical exercises in order to deepen psycho-social understanding.

As counsellors or therapists we work to extend the perspective of our clients, to show them new ways to address their issues, and this same focus might well apply to the use of music in therapy, in order to extend the reach of our support to those who might benefit from it.
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